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OUR VISION:

We make the world more resilient.
OUR MISSION:
Together, we apply fresh perspectives,
knowledge and capital to anticipate
and manage risk. That’s how we
create smarter solutions for our
clients, helping the world rebuild,
renew, and move forward.
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Swiss Re Group at a glance
Swiss Re is a leading and highly diversified global reinsurer, founded in Zurich (Switzerland) in 1863
The Group offers traditional reinsurance products and related services for property and casualty, as well as for
life and health businesses
The Group also offers commercial insurance through Corporate Solutions and manages open and closed life
insurance books through Life Capital
The financial strength1 of Swiss Reinsurance Company Ltd is currently rated:
Standard & Poor’s: AA- (stable); Moody’s Aa3 (stable); A.M. Best: A+ (stable)

Swiss
Re was named as the insurance sector leader in the 2016 Dow Jones Sustainability Indices
Armonk, New York
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Thailand’s economic
landscape
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Economic growth is expected to remain steady thanks to improving external & domestic
demand, supportive fiscal/monetary policy and benign inflation outlook
Economic growth picked up in 1Q2017 on the back of
accelerating public investment and strong domestic demand

Low inflation has helped to bolster consumer spending
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Thai equities have recovered from the trough in early
2016 but underperformed the region (1 Jan 2014=100)

THB has strengthened lately on the back of large current
account surplus and improving economic fundamentals
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Long-term economic trends and likely impacts
Key trends
1 Deep and long-standing political polarization
Economics

Environmental

2

Rising exports competition/competitiveness
from neighbouring countries

3

Regional integration e.g. ASEAN Economic
Community
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Poorer regions are more affected by natural
disasters including droughts

5 Depleting natural resources
6 Ageing population
Demographics
7 Rising middle class & urbanization

Government

Improving infrastructure by rolling out large
public investment;
8
Upgrading human capital by raising teaching
standard
Supporting growth of agriculture, innovative
9
industries and SMEs

Impact on economic growth
Dampen business confidence and
investment prospects
Headwinds in attracting FDI and gaining
export market share
Facilitating free flow of goods, capital and
labour and enabling convergence of
regulation
Widening regional growth imbalance
Challenges to sustainable growth
Declining working-age population;
increasing burden on government and
individuals
Higher income and demand for consumer
goods
Urbanization to drive infrastructure and
house construction
Boosting economy through government
spending;
Higher labour productivity
Creating employment and reducing poverty
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Risk management at Swiss Re
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Risk Management’s mandate and mission at Swiss Re
Act as one Risk Management with our shared mandate
given by the Board of Directors:
Risk Management enables conscious and transparent risk-taking by proactively partnering and
constructively challenging stakeholders in order to facilitate business success across Swiss Re.

Our shared purpose and mission
Risk
Controller

Risk Management is a Risk Controlling function, advising the
Group EC and the Board(s) of Directors to ensure that Swiss
Re’s risks :
•
•
•

Business
Enabler

are fully understood and appropriately governed
correctly modelled and valued
transparently monitored and controlled

Risk Management enables the right way of risk taking.
Risk Management makes a difference to Swiss Re’s
brand-value and business development.
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Emerging Risks embedded in Enterprise Risk Management
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Risk Culture: Risk is everyone's business!
• Building the desired risk culture can take
several years and it needs to be
integrated in the organization's corporate
culture
• A company with a risk-aware culture is
better equipped to handle and learn from
its control failings
• Risk exists everywhere. The key of an
effective framework is to identify, assess
and pre-emptively manage risk
• Risk is everyone's business!
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Emerging risk insights
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Emerging Risk Management is an integral part of
Swiss Re's Enterprise Risk Management framework
• Group-wide emerging risk management
SONAR tool involving a wide group of
Swiss Re employees to collect emerging
risk information
• Dedicated Emerging Risk Management
team is serving as a catalyst for risk
identification and assessment, and …

• … supports the Group CRO and regional
CROs in defining and implementing risk
recommendations in conjunction with the
business
• Emerging Risk framework will be strengthened by stronger involvement of the
regional RM /FRM teams and business involvement

• Development of regional and FRM emerging risk networks to enhance emerging
risk identification and assessment across the firm.
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Swiss Re SONAR report as a tool to spark debate and
raise awareness with key stakeholders
• Public document on select identified
emerging risks and emerging risk trends

• High-level review of emerging risk themes as
collected through the SONAR system over
the course of a year
• Published annually since 2013 (internally
since 2007); Swiss Re flagship publication
• Widely shared within Swiss Re and beyond
(clients, regulators, media, public)
• The 2017 edition was launched in June

• The SONAR report is available under:
http://www.swissre.com/sonar
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Global macro trends shape tomorrow’s risk landscape
Swiss Re’s Group Strategy & Development team has identified 22 global macro
trends likely to have a high impact over the next 5-10 years.
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The 2017 edition of Swiss Re SONAR presents 20 new
emerging risk themes
Potential Impact

Most affected business
areas
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Technological & Natural
Environment

Impact:

High

Time frame:

0-3 years

The perfect storm – cloud risk accumulation


Ever more widespread use of cloud
and cloud-of-clouds solutions
comes with a variety of risks:
cyberattacks, technical failure,
prolonged outage and data
inaccessibility of such events as
power blackouts



Given the data volumes involved,
service interruption poses
potentially significant and
catastrophic risk



Insurance consequences
 Major cloud and clouds-of-cloud
outages can amount to a liability
cat event in case of loss, destruction or corruption of data.
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Competitive & Business
Environment

Impact:

High

Time frame:

0-3 years

Island solutions – regulatory fragmentation


International regulatory
coordination activities among G20
is increasingly stalling, diminishing
the chances for international
standards and norms and leaving
an uneven playing field



Regulatory island solutions
increase coordination, operational
costs and compliance burden to
multinational insurers



Insurance consequences
 Capital management, formation
of risk pools, and risk
diversification become more
challenging
 Island solution will undercut
insurers’ efforts to close
protection gaps (life, nat cat)
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Technological & Natural
Environment

Impact:

Medium

Time frame:

0-3 years

Sensors as weapons – Internet of Things invites cyberattacks


Proliferation of IoT to result in ever
larger quantities of enabled
devices (sensors, chips, cameras
etc.); security standards of these
devices often unclear



IoT devices used for cyber attacks
(DDoS); With many more, illprotected devices, IoT could
become regular conduit for more
cyber attacks



Insurance consequences
 Cyber exposure to grow exponentially with proliferation of IoT
 Liability claims on software and
device developers and operators
failing to upgrade/patch devices
 With massive abuse of IoT, cyber
risk insurability under challenge
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Competitive & Business
Environment

Impact:

Medium

Time frame:

0-3 years

Eroding rationality – the information challenge


Rational thinking including
embracing scientific and factsbased approaches to risk definition
and measurement undergirds the
insurance business model



“Democratisation” of information
production and proliferation
through the internet and social
media opens multiple more ways
to challenge and undermine the
tenets of rationality



Insurance consequences
 Insurance business model
undermined by fake news and

 Overly biased information and
fake news pose reputational
challenge to insurance in highprofile claims situations
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Societal Environment

Impact:

Low

Time frame:

0-3 years

Pros and cons in the gig economy – another kind of
digital risk


More households see income
switching from one to several jobs
rooted in the sharing economy;
employees become entrepreneurs
with a portfolio of employments



Increased flexibility goes with
growing uncertainty about status
of social security and employers’
liability with these working
arrangements



Insurance consequences
 Need to make insurance more
granular and flexible for people
switching jobs on an
hourly7daily basis
 Gig economy employment can
create new protection gaps and
potential for insurance fraud
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Technological & Natural
Environment

Impact:

Medium

Time frame:

>3 years

Blame your robot – emerging artificial intelligence
legislation


As robots, autonomous machines
and artificial intelligence become
ever more potent in their
capabilities, issues around liability
are arising



Discussions about need for new
liability regimes under way in EU,
possibly in other areas soon as
well; new legal construct (e.g.,
electronic personality possible)



Insurance consequences
 Considerable potential impact
on product liability, open issues
around consumer protection
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Other emerging risks in Asia
Economics
•Debt crisis in Asia/ China hard-landing (-)
•Economic nationalism (-)
•Normalisation of interest rates (+)
Social/ political
•Geopolitical tension/ military conflicts (-)
•Pollution & food security / liability (-)
•Medical breakthroughs (+)
•Escalation of territorial (island) disputes between China/Japan and China/SE
Asian countries in South China Sea (-)
Regulations
•New global insurance regulations increasing cost of doing business (-)
•More national protectionism in regulatory changes (-)
•Increasing speed of regulatory convergence (+)
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Legal notice
©2016 Swiss Re. All rights reserved. You are not permitted to create any modifications
or derivative works of this presentation or to use it for commercial or other public purposes
without the prior written permission of Swiss Re.

The information and opinions contained in the presentation are provided as at the date of
the presentation and are subject to change without notice. Although the information used
was taken from reliable sources, Swiss Re does not accept any responsibility for the accuracy
or comprehensiveness of the details given. All liability for the accuracy and completeness
thereof or for any damage or loss resulting from the use of the information contained in this
presentation is expressly excluded. Under no circumstances shall Swiss Re or its Group
companies be liable for any financial or consequential loss relating to this presentation.
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